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Town/City:   Medford 

Place: (neighborhood or village): Winter Hill 
  

Address:  17 Edward Street 

Historic Name:   James W. and Harriet P. Hobbs House 

Uses: Present:  single-family residential 

Original:  single-family residential 

Date of Construction:   1887 

Source:   deeds, maps 

Style/Form:    Queen Anne/ end house 

Architect/Builder:   Edward Costello 

Exterior Material: 
Foundation:   parged 

Wall/Trim:   wood clapboard/ wood 

Roof:   asphalt shingle 

Outbuildings/Secondary Structures:  detached garage 
 

Major Alterations (with dates):  Rear porch enclosure, 20th 
century; later siding has recently been removed to reveal 
original siding and trim. 
 

Condition:   good 

Moved:  no   yes      Date:  

Acreage:   0.07 acre 

Setting:    Dense mix of late-19th through early 20th 
century residential use. 
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 Recommended for listing in the National Register of Historic Places.   
 If checked, you must attach a completed National Register Criteria Statement form. 
 

 
This building was recorded within an area form which documented the block of Edward Street on the north side between Sanger 
and Leyden streets, numbers 17-23, odd, as part of the Winter Hill phase of survey currently in Phase IV.  The area and this 
individual property are still in the process of being named and assigned MHC letters and numbers.  This individual form has 
been prepared in anticipation of a hearing to determine historical significance scheduled for February 2022.  Although 
recommendations for NR listing were deferred for this project to a later phase, this individual building may be eligible as part of a 
district, boundaries to be determined at a later date.  
 
ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION:     
 
 The Hobbs House is an exceptionally well-preserved example of its style and type: Queen Anne end house.  This type is 
common to Winter Hill and the city and region at large.  The narrow, deep house is massed under a moderately pitched front 
gable.  Like many examples the upper story is framed in a knee-wall, whereby the plates are placed a half story above the 
second floor, a common design that provide greater upper-story space more economically than a full second story.  The 
rectangular footprint is expanded by rectangular bays; one opposite the left-side entrance and a second in the rear of two piles in 
the right (east) side.  A lower, narrower rear ell is aligned with the left side and a porch in the rear-right re-entrant corner has 
been enclosed, likely during the 20th century.  The upper story of the ell is further expanded by shed-roofed wall dormers in each 
side.  Overall dimensions of the main body are 21 feet wide by 26 feet deep; the ell is 15 feet square.  The façade and its bay 
are sheltered by a shed pent roof that extends to fill its width to shelter the main entrance on the left.  The interior plan is 
suggested by the entry sequence and fenestration pattern: the right side of the house behind the projecting bays is evidently 
filled with two rooms and the left bay enters into a side hall with stair, the position of which is indicated by a solid, unlit wall in the 
forward pile of the left elevation.  Service spaces and additional chambers likely fill the ell. 
 
 The recent removal of a subsequent layer of siding has revealed original finishes and trim.  The body of the house is 
filled by clapboards stopped by plain trim boards at the corners and corners of the bays.  The gable peak in the façade is filled 
with decorative shaped shingles to create a contrasting texture that is characteristic of the Queen Anne style.  The fenestration 
pattern is regular but narrower windows fill the bays and the gable is filled by an asymmetrical pattern: a single opening on the 
left and paired on the right.  Although the front door has been replaced, the one-over-one and two-over-two sash appears to 
survive under metal triple-track storms.  An early rear door in the enclosed porch also survives.  These surviving finishes are 
rare, important artifacts in this area that document the neighborhood’s original appearance.  They are worthy of preservation and 
could serve as a model for renovations elsewhere in the neighborhood. 
 
 This house is one of six originally almost identical houses which front the block between Sanger and Leyden streets on 
the north side of Edward Street but is the best preserved of the group. It is sited on the northwest corner of Edward and Leyden 
on a minimal lot with modest setbacks that match the surrounding streetscape.  The front and side gardens are landscaped with 
open lawn and are retained by quarter-round concrete curbing.  The property is surrounded by a low chain-link fence.  A 
detached, two-bay, hip-roofed garage constructed of rusticated cinderblock is sited against the rear lot line and faces Leyden 
Street beyond a short asphalt drive. 
 
HISTORICAL NARRATIVE     
 
 The early history of the development of this block of Edward Street between Sanger and Leyden and their context within 
the larger surrounding Tufts subdivision are recorded in detail in the Edward Street area form MDF.XX to be submitted with the 
Winter Hill Phase to be completed February of 2022 (a Phase III draft submission is in the possession of the Medford HC).  The 
six houses fronting the north side of Edward Street in the 17-29 block, although almost originally identical but all with minor 
alterations, were developed and built by two separate developer/ builders.  The three lots at the east end of the block front were 
acquired and reconfigured by carpenter/ builder Edward Costello in 1886 and three houses were built.  Costello paid $1,035 for 
a 100x100 foot parcel, lots 37 and 38, on Plan 10:17, #6 of 1861.  He gave a mortgage to George Tufts due in two instalments: 
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half within six months at the option of the grantor and the rest in semi-annual payments at 6%.1  Individual forms completed as 
part of the Winter Hill project identify Edward, sometimes spelled Costelo, Costellow or Costello and his second wife, Abbie, in 
whose name most of the properties were held, as active speculators, developers and builders in the neighborhood (see 567 and 
573 Main Street). 
 
 The following year in 1887 Costello sold a 33-foot-wide, 100 foot deep lot as currently configured “with the buildings 
thereon” to James W. and Anson B. Hobbs of Boston for consideration of $2,300, indicating significant improvements had been 
made in the form of the subject house at this time.  The Hobbses gave Costello a mortgage of $950 dollars with an unusual 
payment scheme for a time when long-term mortgages were almost unheard of: $25 a month at 6%.  James W. Hobbs (1855-
1897) was a machinist who worked in Charlestown.  A native of Brewer, Maine, he was married to Harriet P. Puffer, also from 
Maine.  A daughter married Eugene Henry Aubrey in 1904 but unverified genealogical research suggests there were two sons in 
the family as well.  City directories from the 1890s verify that Hobbs lived in the subject house.2  The co-signer of Hobbs’ 
purchase and mortgage, Anson B. Hobbs, also a machinist living in Boston, was not, according to period census returns, a 
brother, but likely a cousin; in 1860 James, age 3, was living with his mother Rosanna in Brewer (no father listed but identified in 
other records as Lemuel Hobbs), but did not have a brother named Anson.  By 1870 James was living with William E. Hobbs, 
age 70, Edwin, age 25 and Anson B., age 13; evidently they were cousins or other distant relation.  By 1880 James and Anson 
were living together at Ashland Place as single men in what was evidently a large boarding house.3 
 
 By 1900 occupancy of the house became somewhat transient by tenants.  Renters in 1900 were the family of Robert W. 
Gill, born 1860, Scotland, tinsmith, with wife Isabella, a daughter, and mother-in-law.  In 1910 Elizabeth Butler, a daughter of 
Irish immigrants born in 1852, no occupation, with an adult son working as a newspaper printer, rented.  In 1920 the tenant was 
Joseph A. Thompson, born 1880, English Canada, printer, with wife Bertha and six children.  In 1930 the tenant was Sylvester 
Filamond, born 1873 in Italy, barber shop owner, wife Catherine, a daughter of Irish parents, a son with his family of three, and a 
male cousin.4 
 
BIBLIOGRAPHY and/or REFERENCES     
 
Maps and atlases: 
 
1855 H.F. Walling. “Map of Medford....” 
1875 F. W. Beers, County Atlas of Middlesex, Massachusetts.  
1880 O. H. Bailey [Bird’s Eye View of] Medford. 
1889 Geo. H. Walker & Co., Atlas of Middlesex County, Massachusetts.  
1898 Geo. W. Stadly & Co., Atlas of the City of Medford.... 
1900 Geo. W. Stadly & Co., Atlas of Middlesex County, Massachusetts, Volume 1.  
1892, 1897, 1903, 1910, 1936, 1936-1950 Sanborn Insurance Atlases. 
 
Ancestry.com: see footnotes 
Charles Brooks and James M. Usher, History of the Town of Medford, Middlesex County, Massachusetts, From its First 

Settlement in 1630 to 1855; Revised, Enlarged and Brought Down to 1885 (Rand, Avery & Co., 1886) 
Middlesex County South Registry of Deeds, in notes as MCSRD book:page. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

                                                           
1 MCSRD 1740:505 (1886). 
2 MCSRD 1796:276 (1887); Ancestry.com: vital records, marriage, death; 1890, 1893, 1895 Medford city directories. 
3 Ancestry.com: 1860, 1870, 1880 Federal Census. 
4 Ancestry.com: 1900, 1910, 1920, 1930 Federal Census. 
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MCSR Plan 35:20 (1880), a reconfiguration of the original 1861 Tufts subdivision plan 10:17, A of 2, showing the lots 
purchased by Costelo from George Tufts in 1887, lots 37 and 38 outlined in red.  Costelo reconfigured the two 50-foot-
wide lots into three 33-foot-wide lots.  Marshall Street was later renamed Leyden. 
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1889 Walker county atlas showing the initial depiction of the Edward Street block outlined in red. 
 

 
View from SW. 
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Detail of main gable, façade. 
 

 
View from SE. 
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View from E. 
 

 
Garage from SE. 
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[If appropriate, cut and paste the text below into an inventory form’s last continuation sheet.] 
 
 
 

                      National Register of Historic Places Criteria Statement Form 
 
 
 
Check all that apply: 
 

  Individually eligible               Eligible only in a historic district 
 

  Contributing to a potential historic district           Potential historic district 
 
 
 
Criteria:         A           B           C        D 
 
Criteria Considerations:         A         B        C       D         E         F          G 
 
 
                   Statement of Significance by________John D. Clemson__________________ 
                            The criteria that are checked in the above sections must be justified here. 
                       
The James W. and Harriet P. Hobbs House, 17 Edward Street, is an exceptionally well-preserved example of its style 
and type within the Winter Hill area.  This, combined with its association with local builder/ developer Edward 
Costello, suggests it may be eligible for National Register listing under criteria A and C within a larger section of 
Winter Hill.  Survey in this area of Medford is ongoing and further research may establish boundaries for a district 
there in the future.  This neighborhood would meet significance in the areas of architecture, community planning and 
development, and social history.  Although architectural integrity in this section of the city has been somewhat 
undermined, the subject building retains integrity of location, setting, design, materials, workmanship, feeling and 
association.  The preservation of this building could serve as a physical document of the area’s historical 
development and as a model for renovation elsewhere for renovation.                              

 


